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START POSITION: Competitor standing in Left or Right Start Box (competitor’s choice) facing targets, gun at low ready.  

STAGE PROCEDURE
Run course of fire twice on separate times.  Course is run left-to-right or vice versa at 

competitor’s choice. Targets in box 1, 2 and the left side of box 3 (plate rack) are shot with a 
subgun or semi-auto pistol caliber carbine. Targets in box 3 (standing plates), 4 and 5 are shot 

with a handgun.
If shooter starts in Box 1, a unloaded handgun will be placed on the table in box 3 (gun 

facing downrange magazine out). Shooter will start with subgun in the low ready position with 
the muzzle on the table. Engage all targets from their respective boxes. Once shooter leaves the 

box, he cannot return. After shooting the plate rack in box 3, shooter will make subgun safe. 
Magazine out and bolt open and chamber empty and place it on the table, muzzle facing 

downrange. He will then pickup the handgun, load it and engage the 4 plates and proceed to 
boxes 4 and 5. 

If the shooter starts in box 5, the unloaded subgun will be placed on the table with 
magazine out in box 3. Handgun will be loaded and placed in the low ready with muzzle on table 

in box 5.

SCORING
SCORING: Aggregate time plus penalties

TARGETS: 4 PP, 4 plates & bases
4BP, 2 plate rack, 2 wood boxes, 1 

lollipop, 2 round plates on stand.
HITS SCORES: Head A=8, Body A=5, B=4, C=3 , D=1                              

START-STOP: Audible – Last shot      
PENALTIES: Not Hit. +10 secs.

Procedural. +10 secs. 
No-shoot hit. +20 secs.

DNF.  Slowest time +30 secs. 
Bonus –10 seconds or –25 secs. for both

(Note:Course of fire subject to change without notice)
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